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enemy fighter. The fuselage was raked with cannon fire from nose to tail wounding both 
air gunners and the bomb-aimer. West dove into the clouds to escape only to find that his 
controls had been damaged. It took both West and his flight engineer pulling on the control 
yoke together to bring the aircraft out of  the dive. (The Lancaster’s rudders, elevators, and 
ailerons were all manually controlled with no hydraulic assistance). With great difficultly 
F/Sgt. West was then able to fly his aircraft to England where he managed a wheels-up 
crash landing.

The McCarthy crew was one of  five squadron crews on the Battle Order for a raid 
on Duisburg on 8/9 January. Only 38 bombers were involved, three Mosquitos and 
35 Lancasters. Joe reported that “PFF flares enabled us to locate target” although the 
weather over Duisburg was said to have been 10/10 cloud. It was a short trip of  just 
under four hours.

This was Joe’s sixteenth sortie and he had flown seven different Lancasters on operations. 
He flew Lancaster ED430 on the raid to Duisburg and for the remainder of  his tour with 
97 Squadron so this seems to have become ‘his’ aircraft. There were only four raids when 
he flew a different aircraft, likely because ED430 was not serviceable for those trips.

During World War II the personalization of  an aircraft by giving it a name, painting 
an image on it, and in many cases doing both, began in the early months of  the war, 
increased in frequency as the war progressed, and reached its peak in 1945. In the case of  
bombers a bomb tally was often added as well and this provided a powerful visual record 
of  the success and longevity of  the aircraft. In some cases, additional information such as 
whether an operation was a daylight raid or a night raid and the type of  weapons carried 
was also indicated. The destruction of  enemy fighters was sometimes shown and often 
other details such as awards received by aircrew while flying the aircraft.

If  a bomber crew was assigned a particular aircraft, they were able to choose the name 
and artwork and this enabled a powerful bond to develop between the men and their 
machine. Most importantly, to quote RCAF pilot Jack MacIntosh, “The name and nose art 
made it feel she was ‘our’ aircraft and would always bring us home.”

Opposite: Joe’s 
Lancaster ED430 with 
nose art featuring a 
panda bear carrying a 
large bomb. This photo 
was taken some time 
after Joe and his crew 
left 97 Squadron.
The airmen are J.
Saxton and his crew. 7 
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effectiveness that they soon would. Only a single Lancaster was lost.
Joe reported that his Lancaster could not climb above 14,000 feet 

so he bombed from that altitude (typically Lancasters bombed from 
about 20,000 feet).

This was Joe’s last trip with rear gunner Sgt. Muskett. The rear turret 
on a Lancaster was the farthest point from the main wing and thus any 
motions of  the aircraft would be accentuated at the turret. One can 
only imagine what it would be like to be in that position during the 
violent corkscrew and other evasive manouevers. Joe later wrote,

“Muskett was the oldest of  the crew at about 36 years and could not stand 
the evading necessary to corkscrew the aircraft to evade searchlights, flak, and 
night fighters.” 9

Almost all the aircrew were young men like Joe, in their early twenties. 
Sgt. Muskett had traded positions with Ron Batson, the mid-upper 
gunner, for his last two operations likely in the hope that he would be able to handle the 
less violent movements at that position. Even they proved to be too much for him and 
Sgt. Muskett left the crew. 

Muskett was replaced by Dave Rodger, a Canadian from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. 
The son of  a Scottish carpenter, Dave had developed an interest in flying as a boy and 
was an avid collector of  airplane magazines. After attending a local technical school, he 
worked for Algoma Steel while serving in the Canadian Militia. Dave was initially turned 
down by an RCAF recruiting officer for medical reasons. Following an operation on his 
nose, he was accepted in October 1941 and trained as an air gunner. After arriving at 97 
Squadron in October 1942, Dave had a kneecap smashed in a crash and spent some time 
in hospital before joining Joe’s crew. Dave would fly with Joe for his next eighteen months 
of  operations.

The next night Bomber Command raided Berlin again, this time with 187 aircraft. The 
weather was better but again the Pathfinders were unable to mark the target area properly. For 

Dave Rodger.
The Rodger Family

Bill Radcliffe’s panda bear provided the idea for the nose art that Joe and his crew had 
placed on ED430. Above the panda bear is the aircraft’s name, ‘Uncle Chuck Chuck.’ The 
reason for the choice of  the name is not known. This nose art image and others featuring 
Bill’s panda would be placed on other aircraft that Joe flew later in the war.

On 16/17 January Joe made his first trip to ‘The Big City.’
Berlin was one of  the most feared targets because of  the long flight involved and the 

heavy defences.
Arthur Godfrey, an Australian pilot with 626 Squadron, described his vivid memories 

of  being over Berlin which in many ways was similar to other heavily defended Bomber 
Command targets,

“Berlin was an angry, glaring, writhing enormity of  a target. We rarely caught a glimpse of  the city 
beneath the unbroken cloud cover, but there seemed to be thousands of  searchlights. They did not move, they 
pointed upwards and illuminated the clouds. It was like flying across a vast, bubbling cauldron into which 
was poured the sky-markers and above which burst the ‘scarecrow flares.’ It was a target so bright that the 
spread of  the bomber stream could be seen above, below, and around you. One was part of  a vast armada 
of  aircraft moving relentlessly across the target. Bomb doors could be seen opening. The black crosses on 
the fighters were clearly visible as they dived into the bomber stream, oblivious to the bursting flak, whose 
muffled crump could be heard above the roar of  our engines.” 8

Regarding ‘scarecrow flares,’ many Bomber Command aircrew believed that they were 
deployed by the enemy to frighten and demoralize the bomber crews by deceiving them 
into believing they were bombers going down in flames. In fact, there were no such thing 
as ‘scarecrow flares’ and what the crews saw were bombers going down in flames.

Of  the 201 aircraft that attacked the city on 16/17 January, eleven were from 97 
Squadron. The commanding officer, W/C Jones, had placed himself  on the battle order 
to lead the squadron. This was the first raid on Berlin in fourteen months and the first to 
utilize the Pathfinders’ target marking techniques. It was a disappointment. OBOE and 
H2S were still not operational and with haze over the city, the bombing was scattered. But 
the defenders seemed to be taken by surprise and the city’s defences had not reached the 
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some reason the routes followed to and from Berlin were the same as those followed on the 
previous night and the German night-fighters were able to find the bomber stream and many 
were seen by 97 crews. Whereas only a single aircraft was lost on the first raid, 22 (a stunning 
11.8 percent of  the force) were lost on this one. No major damage within the city was reported.

Eleven 97 Squadron Lancasters were part of  the raid. One of  them, Sgt. Rowson’s 
aircraft, crashed into the North Sea near Holland while returning, killing all aboard.

Joe seemed unhappy with the Pathfinder’s performance reporting, “No help from 
PFF who apparently failed to locate target.” He seemed to have found the target though, 
writing in his logbook, “Primary target bombed; Own bombs seen to straddle marshalling 
yards; Fires observed over large area.” Joe continued to be plagued with engine problems 
however, writing that he, “Completed return journey with three engines.”

This was one of  a number of  times that Joe returned on three engines and there were 
other times when he had to abort a sortie because of  engine problems. At some point 
during his time with 97 Squadron, he became very frustrated with engine failures and 
according to Joe Jr., his Dad told him that he, 

“made an agreement with his engineer (Bill Radcliffe) that when they took an aircraft out for a test, if  
there was any question about the engine, I got the feeling that the engineer probably ‘did something’ right 
after that so that when they came back the engine had to be changed and after that he never lost an engine 
other than to enemy action. I got the idea he was a little touchy on engine failures. In the beginning you get 
airplanes that are a little worn out. The senior guys in the squadron get the pick of  the new airplanes when 
they come in and the junior guys get what’s left. It’s always been that way.” 10

The night of  30/31 January saw 97 Squadron contributing thirteen Lancasters to a raid 
on Hamburg. Joe’s was one of  four that were forced to abandon the raid owing to technical 
problems, Joe’s being an oxygen failure. F/O Moyle and crew were ‘lost without a trace’ 
after taking off. The six aircraft that were able to complete their bombing reported that they 
bombed “the red and green release flares and that two aircraft bombed the red markers.”

This was the first H2S raid of  the war and also the first recording in the 97 Squadron 
Operational Record Book of  coloured PFF flares. The target indicators came in red, 

Opposite: A Lancaster 
silhouetted over the 
burning city of Hamburg 
on 30 January 1943.
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During the early twentieth century, an express train would bring wealthy Edwardians to the 
woodland setting of  Woodhall Spa for ‘treatments at the baths.’ One of  these frequent visitors 
was Baroness Von Eckhardstein. While going through a divorce, the Baroness was looking for 
a country retreat within easy reach of  London and she decided to live at Woodhall Spa in her 
‘pet wood.’ Soon she had a splendid home filled with maple furniture and, together with her 
new husband Sir Archibald Weigall, was ready to entertain on a lavish scale. Royalty, nobility, 
and stars of  stage, screen and sport were all duly welcomed to Petwood over the years.

During World War I the home became a military hospital for convalescents and then 
in 1942 it was requisitioned by the Royal Air Force as the Officers Mess for 97 and 619 
Squadrons, and later in the war for 617 Squadron. The officers were actually billeted in this 
elegant hotel while the NCOs were accommodated in huts nearby. For the wartime RAF 
Officers, the Petwood was fondly remembered as a ‘splendid place,’ remote from battle. 
Today the Petwood is a high-end hotel and the ‘Squadron Bar’ features a range of  artwork, 
memorabilia and tributes to Guy Gibson VC, Leonard Cheshire VC, and other officers 
that frequented the mess.

Joe’s bomb aimer, Johnny Johnson, recalled one incident that occurred there,
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“We had a gunner on the squadron, Buckley, who said he reckoned he could drink Joe McCarthy under 
the table. He was five feet plus, Joe was well over six and built in the same sort of  way, outwards as well 
as upwards. So, one non-operational session they had a competition. It started in the bar at lunchtime and 
after the bar had closed they had their little kip in the afternoon and came down for bar opening at six 
o’clock in the evening, and at half  past seven Joe carried him to bed.” 12

The port of  Wilhelmshaven is one of  Germany’s oldest and largest ports and during World 
War II it was an important naval facility. It is located along Germany’s northwestern coast about 
sixty miles northeast of  Holland. Wilhelmshaven was one of  targets attacked by the RAF the day 
after war was declared.

Joe’s was one of  five 97 Lancasters that were part of  a 177 aircraft raid on Wilhelmshaven on 
11/12 February. When the Pathfinders arrived the area was completely covered by cloud and they 

yellow, and green and were used for different purposes that were explained to the crews 
during their briefing or, on some raids, by radio over the target as the raid was progressing.

Joe and eight other 97 Squadron bombers attacked Cologne on the night of  2/3 
February. All of  the squadron aircraft successfully reached and bombed the target where 
bomb bursts and fires were seen. Joe reported that he, “Bombed on red marker flares” and 
that the PFF were, “On time.”

Two nights later Joe’s was one of  five squadron aircraft to complete a long, eight hour 
trip over the Alps to bomb Turin. The 188 bombers were said to have caused serious and 
widespread damage. Joe bombed on the red marker flares, reporting that his bombs were 
seen to burst on a cluster of  buildings and that there was one, “Large fire and lots of  
smaller fires seen in the centre of  town.”

Joe had now flown a total of  21 operations. His friend Don Curtin had been busy operating 
with 106 Squadron and had received a second decoration as well. On 10 February he was 
awarded a ‘Bar to Distinguished Flying Cross,’ essentially a second DFC. The citation read,

“Since the award of  the Distinguished Flying Cross, this officer has participated in numerous operational 
sorties against heavily defended targets in the Ruhr and in north Italy. During a daylight raid on Milan 
in October, when attacked by enemy fighters, Flight Lieutenant Curtin skillfully evaded them and enabled 
his gunners to destroy one and drive off  the other. On two consecutive nights in January 1943, he took 
part in attacks on Berlin, on the second occasion spending thirty minutes over the target to ensure accurate 
bombing. This officer has always displayed the greatest courage and devotion to duty.” 11

Clearly Don was making an impression on his commanding officer, W/C Guy Gibson.
The consecutive raids to Berlin during January were those that Joe was on as well. Both 106 

and 97 Squadrons were part of  5 Group of  Bomber Command and the Group coordinated and 
planned individual raids using their squadrons. So Joe and Don may very well been over many 
other targets together as well. 

Since being posted to 97 Squadron and based at Woodhall Spa, Joe would have undoubtedly 
come to know the Officers Mess at the Petwood Hotel very well.
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Joe’s next operation was on 21/22 February, a trip to Bremen which Joe reported as 
“uneventful.” He noted, “Bremen attacked from 18,000 feet; Cloud over target; Sky marker flares 
seen but bombed on TI markers; Markers in sights; Bomb flash seen; Glow of  good fire seen 
through cloud.”

During the night of  25/26 February nine 97 Squadron bombers were among 337 that were 
detailed to attack Nuremberg. Joe noted “PFF timing very late” but he, “Bombed green TI 
markers from 10,000 feet.”

106 Squadron was part of  this raid and Joe’s best friend Don Curtin was over Nuremberg as 
well. His was one of  nine aircraft that failed to return. Don’s Lancaster crashed near Fürth, where 
he and his crew are buried. As well as F/Lt. Curtin, the crew included F/O R.J.F. Windsor, P/O 
A.F. Lear, Sub. Lt. P.M. McGrath, Sgt. V.E. Jack, Sgt. H. Rigby, and Sgt. K.O. Court.

This had been Joe’s 24th operation and he was approaching the end of  his ‘tour’ of  thirty 
operational flights. When word reached 97 Squadron of  Don’s death, a decision was made not to 
tell Joe until he had completed his tour.

According to Joe Jr., “When Don was lost, they didn’t tell Dad. Everybody kept it quiet. Dad 
still had a few missions to go.” Later, in a letter to Alice, Joe said that it was a good thing that they 
had kept it from him. Joe Jr. went on to say, “I feel that he was strongly affected by Don’s loss.”

Joe and his crew were operating again the following night as 427 aircraft attacked the City 
of  Cologne. All eleven Lancasters from 97 Squadron successfully reached and bombed the 
target in what was referred to as ‘reasonably clear’ weather. Joe reported that he “Bombed 
centre of  green TI markers” and that his 4000 pound bomb was seen to burst in a built up 
area. According to Joe it was a “Good trip if  PFF were accurate.”

On 28 February/1March Bomber Command sent a force of  437 aircraft to attack 
the U-Boat base at the French port of  St. Nazaire. Joe and nine other 97 Squadron 
pilots all reported that they had successfully bombed the target. One very large 
explosion was seen and there were many fires. From his point of  view, Joe termed 
it a, “successful raid” and it apparently was as widespread destruction was reported. 
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targetted their flares using H2S. The marking was carried out with great accuracy and the main 
force bombing was very effective. There was a huge explosion when the naval ammunition depot 
exploded and caused widespread damage to the naval dockyard and the town. This was the first 
clear success for the newly developed H2S device.

Joe reported that he, “Bombed on TI flares” and that he, “Saw a glow through the clouds” and 
a, “Much larger glow observed when aircraft was eighty miles away.”

During the early days of  the Pathfinders the target marking was quite primitive, 
makeshift flares being bomb cases filled with a mix of  materials that burned fiercely 
but were relatively easy for the enemy to simulate. They would then set off  false 
markers to distract the main force bombers. New markers of  different colours had 
been introduced at the beginning of  1943 and as well, a ‘sky-marking’ technique 
known as ‘Wanganui’ had been developed to be used when the ground was totally 
obscured. This involved dropping parachute flares and having the main force bombers 
drop their bombs ‘through’ the flares to the target. Joe was obviously aware of  this 
technique (although apparently not its correct spelling) and next to his logbook entry 
for this raid printed, ‘Wangeroo.’

Joe McCarthy, with the 
Petwood Hotel beyond, 
during his 97 Squadron 
service.
The McCarthy Family

The main entrance to 
the Petwood Hotel in 
2011
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Joe’s third trip to Berlin was next on 1/2 March. The squadron records report nine of  their 
aircraft successfully bombed the “target or target area” and that “the glow of  many good fires 
was visible 150 to 200 miles away.” The bombing was somewhat scattered as the Pathfinders had 
difficulty distinguishing the extensive built up area on their H2S sets.

Sgt. Innis and crew failed to return to the squadron’s base at Woodhall Spa.
Two nights later Joe went to Hamburg as part of  a force of  417 bombers. The Pathfinders 

again had difficulty interpreting their H2S returns and, although damage was done, most of  the 
bombing was off  of  the intended target.

On 8/9 March, Joe was on another raid to Nuremberg where he, “Bombed cluster of  green 
TIs in sights.” The 335 aircraft destroyed more than 600 buildings and damaged 1400 more as 
factories and railway installations were hit.

The following night Joe was over Munich where much damage was done to the city including the 
BMW factory where aero engine production was put out of action for six weeks. When Joe arrived, 
“No TI markers were burning while we were over target so bombs were released on centre of fire area.”

A raid to Stuttgart on 11/12 March was not successful, to some extent because of  the use of  
dummy target indicators by the enemy and, although the Pathfinders claimed to have marked the 
target accurately, the main force bombers were reported to be late arriving.

The ‘Battle of the Ruhr’ was a five month focus by Bomber Command on Germany’s Ruhr Valley 
area which had coke plants, steelworks, and ten synthetic oil plants. Despite inconsistencies, the new 
navigational aids, the Pathfinder force, the bomber stream tactics, and the increasing numbers of  
available bombers were all contributing to an improving level of success. The industrial haze and 
cloud cover that generally obscured the Ruhr Valley at night no longer offered protection.

Over the five months of  operations against the Ruhr, known as ‘Happy Valley’ by the bomber 
crews, Bomber Command severely disrupted German steel and associated armament production. 
However the area was very heavily defended by radar-guided anti-aircraft guns and night-fighters 
and Bomber Command’s loss rates rose significantly.

Joe’s first raid during this phase of  Bomber Command’s efforts was on 12/13 March, a raid to 
Essen in the heart of  the Ruhr Valley. Eleven 97 Lancasters were part of  the 457 aircraft raid. The 
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Best Friends-Joe 
McCarthy and Don 
Curtin.
The McCarthy Family
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with 97 Squadron. The target was the U-Boat pens at St. Nazaire and 
the squadron detailed a dozen crews for the raid. Accurate marking 
led to a concentrated attack by the 283 bombers. However Joe did not 
see the flares, reporting, “Bombed 11,500 feet; Scattered cloud with 
some ground haze; Aiming Point not seen; Position identified by river 
mouth; Fires and red glow seen in area of  Aiming Point ‘C’ which we 
bombed; Uneventful trip.”

Joe had now flown thirty-three sorties with the squadron. He was 
promoted to Flight Lieutenant and awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross, 
the citation reading,

“On many occasions this officer has attacked targets in Germany. As captain of  aircraft 
he has participated in sorties to the heavily defended objectives in the Ruhr and took part in 
the successful raid on Essen on a night in March 1943. He has also attacked Berlin three 
times and Italian targets on five occasions. Throughout his whole career, his conduct has set 
an example of  high courage and efficiency to other members of  the squadron.” 13

Don MacLean.
Imperial War Museum

Joe McCarthy’s tour with Bomber Command, although significant and something that he could 
be very proud of, was not unlike tens of thousands of others completed by Bomber Command 
aircrew. The fifteen months and 34 operations that followed would be very different from this first 
tour and much more challenging.

By now Joe would now have been told that Don Curtin had been killed. As well as having to suffer 
the tragic loss of his best friend, Joe would have had to reconsider his future. According to Joe Jr.,

“They planned on going back to the U.S. together. I don't know if  they were planning on just taking a 
leave and returning or if  they were thinking of  joining the U.S. forces.” 14

With what must have been a painful suddenness, Joe no longer had Don to travel home 
with and do whatever it was that they had planned.
A telephone call from Guy Gibson may have helped him decide what to do next.
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marking was by OBOE-equipped Mosquitos was very successful and the centre of  the bombed 
area was right across the giant Krupps factory. Joe reported, “Essen bombed; 20,000 feet; Clear 
but hazy; Red TI markers in sights when we bombed; Very large explosion seen immediately after 
bombing; Target area well covered with fires; Other terrific explosions seen.”

 However five percent of  the bombers were lost including a 97 Squadron Lancaster flown by 
a twenty year old Canadian, W/O Plaunt.

With this trip Joe’s navigator, Sgt. Westwell, completed his tour of  operations and was replaced 
on the crew by F/Sgt. Don MacLean. Originally from Toronto, Ontario, Don had become a 
teacher and taught in North Bay, Ontario prior to joining the RCAF.

F/Sgt. MacLean’s first operation with the McCarthy crew on 22/23 March was its last 

Locomotive factory 
destroyed during the 
Battle of the Ruhr.
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F/Lt. Joe McCarthy DFC. 
Note DFC ribbon below 
his wings.

Opposite: The McCarthy 
Crew. (l-r) Bill Radcliffe, 
Johnny Johnson, Ron 
Batson, Len Eaton, 
Don MacLean, and Joe 
McCarthy (missing is 
Dave Rodger).
The McCarthy Family


